
In 2005 Alfa Romeo launched a medium size 
sedan called the 159, which was styled by 
Giorgetto Giugiaro, the same design wizard               
responsible for the obscenely beautiful 
Brera.

The car was therefore an instant hit, but 
unfortunately only one derivative thereof 
reached our shores being the hateful 2.4 
litre JTD diesel.  This was the wrong engine 
for this car, especially considering that there 

were about 8 engine options in Europe.

Over the passing years the 159 became increasingly unpopular 
owing to the crappy diesel engine, which was renowned for 
being highly problematic.

However in 2011 a rebirth took place and the dreadful JTD 
motor was finally laid to rest.  Two new engines were             
introduced and they were accentuated by further cosmetic 
and structural improvements.  The results were staggering!

The engines are the 1750cc TBi (turbo petrol) and the 3200cc 
V6 petrol.

Our test model was the R 340 000 entry level 1750 TBi        
Progression version.

From the outside the new 159 looks much like the old one, 
with the exception of a few subtle refinements but inside the 
car is very different.  Everything has a cleaner and fresher 
look, and there is a lot of new technology too.

The new 159 is made better and from lighter materials which 
means that it is quicker and handles better.  The 1750 TBi  
engine produces 147kW and 320Nm.  Zero to 100 kilometres 
per hour is achieved in 7.7 seconds and top speed is 235 km/h.  
My only gripe about this engine is that it does not sound like 
the 3.2 V6.  It is far too clinical sounding for my liking, which 
despite being very good does lack that raw Alfa soul.

As an exercise in refinement Alfa Romeo have achieved         
brilliance with this car.  It is superbly built and beautifully      
appointed.  The centre console and its dials are angled            
towards to the driver in keeping with Alfa Romeo’s racing  
heritage.

Standard equipment in the 159 includes lots of airbags,         
Bluetooth, Radio with CD and MP3 compatibility, ABS brakes 
with EBD and dual zone climate control.

As a car the 159 commands respect and has significant      
presence when it appears in your rear view mirror.  This is for 
two reasons, the first being the very, very beautifully          
aggressive  styling and the fact that it packs a lot of punch.  
Now whilst 147 kW may not sound like a lot in the 250+ kW 
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BMW and Audi market bear in mind it not how much power 
that a car has that makes it fast, it is firstly how it delivers that 
power to the wheels and what it weighs.  The Ariel Atom V8 
produces about 300 kW but because it weighs next to nothing 
has more power available than the 750 kW Bugatti Veyron.  
This is not rocket science, it is just straight forward maths and 
common sense.

The Alfa 159 is therefore the Ariel Atom of the luxury sedans.  
Lightweight and fast.

As for the drive experience, the 159 delivers such unseen in 
other cars.  It is not as precise as an Audi Quattro, nor is it rear 
wheel drive like a BMW, but what it does have is lots and lots 
of the fun factor in it.

The Progression is the standard entry level car, and it handles 
exceptionally well.  If however I was buying one for myself I 
would spend a little bit more and get the Ti package, which is 
an aggressive sports pack, including firmer suspension and a 
bunch of other very nice to haves.

However so saying this car lacks for nothing in the drive        
department.  When you throw it into a corner, it just grips, 
presents a little understeer and then powers through the 
bend.  The understeer is in fact part of the 159’s handling  
dynamic and once mastered is in fact the most fun you can 
have in a car.  This car is perfectly balanced!

Then, again, there is the styling…  I cannot explain enough just 
how good looking this car is.  If ever there were to be a         
pornographic car magazine you can be assured that the      
centrefold from January to December would be occupied by 
Alfa Romeos.  The headlight cluster comes straight from the 
Brera as do the grille and door handles, which is a very, very 
good thing.

The 159 competes directly with other ‘D Segment’ cars like the 
Audi A4 2.0T and the BMW 325i  and it does so very well as it 
is better priced.

An Alfa Romeo is not about fancy toys and silly gadgets, it is a 
pure motor car, stripped of all unnecessary items.  You have 
all that you need and need all that you have.  All of this may 

sound like an excuse for less equipment, but we rather view it 
the same way a person views losing 10kg.  Your clothes might 
look funny on you but you will definitely feel good about 
yourself regardless.  This car is a Greyhound—lean, mean and 
purpose built.

We like cars like this.  It represents everything good about 
motoring.

Would I buy one?  Most definitely, without hesitation.  I have 
driven somewhere around 250 different cars and I can say 
with absolute confidence and certainty that Alfa Romeo make 
proper “driver’s cars”.  They may not be the most powerful, 
or the fastest, or even the most spacious and practical but the 
are extremely good and LOTS of fun to drive.

The 159 is however one Alfa that is spacious and practical.  It 
has a big boot and plenty of space for the family, but when 
you are on your own on a long and quiet road you can press 
your right foot down hard into the carpet and enjoy the best 
driving experience R 340 000 will buy you.

In short the 159 is a fantastic car, and even though this       
moment is a swansong for the model, what Alfa Romeo have 
achieved is bringing this car back to life in a way that must be 
commended.

It is fantastic to drive, it is beautifully styled, it has all the 
worldly appointments that anyone could want and best of all 
for the price you are getting a car with heritage, made with 
passion and superbly finished.

The marketing slogan for the 159 is “some roads deserve an 
Alfa Romeo”, but I think rather that some people deserve an 
Alfa Romeo.  A very select and chosen few, who through their 
advanced sense of style and appreciation for the finer things 
in life can truly absorb and appreciate this car for what it is, 
which is exactly all of the above.

The only question is are you that person?

Test car gratefully with courtesy from 
Alfa Romeo South Africa


